Baheng, Sanjiang

would die, he would
rise again from the
dead on the 13th day.
After the curse, this
no longer
happened.”1
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Population in China:
32,000 (1987)
41,200 (2000)
53,200 (2010)
Location: Guizhou, Guangxi
Religion: Ancestor Worship
Christians: None Known

Overview of the
Sanjiang Baheng
Countries: China, Vietnam

Other Names: Bunu: Baheng,
Pa Hng, Pa Then, Tong, Meo Lai,
Ma Pa Seng, Pawu, Pa Ngng,
Paheng, Bahengmai, Baxing Yao,
Eight Clan Yao
Population Source:
32,000 (1987 D. Bradley);
Out of a total Yao population of
2,134,013 (1990 census);
3,700 in Vietnam (1991 census)
Location: SE Guizhou: Congjiang
and Rongjiang counties;
NE Guangxi: Sanjiang, Longsheng,
Rong’an, and Lingui counties
Status:
Officially included under Yao
Language:
Hmong-Mien, Hmongic, Bahengic
Dialects: 0
Religion: Ancestor Worship,
Animism, Polytheism
Christians: None known
Scripture: None
Jesus film: None
Gospel Recordings: None
Christian Broadcasting: None
ROPAL code: PHA01

Status of Evangelization

92%

8%
A

B

0%
C

A = Have never heard the gospel
B = Were evangelized but did not
become Christians
C = Are adherents to any form of
Christianity
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Pronunciation:
“Sahn-jung-Ba-heng”

Customs: The
Baheng live in
communities
according to family
clans. Marriage is
forbidden within each
clan. A Baheng man
must not have sexual
relations with any
woman of his clan.
This taboo is strictly
enforced. Baheng
children are told
horror stories of what
will happen if they
break this taboo. This
prohibition stands for
people of the same
Location: More than 30,000 Baheng live in family name, even if they live in different
four counties (Sanjiang, Longsheng,
provinces and have never previously met.
Rong’an, and Lingui) in northeast Guangxi; After the birth of a child, the placenta is
and in Rongjiang and Congjiang counties in placed under the floorboards of the house.
adjacent areas of Guizhou Province. Some At the end of the person’s life, he must
3,700 Baheng also live in northern
make a journey back to the spiritual village
Vietnam, where they are known as the Pa
of his ancestors. The dead person’s soul
Then.
must stop to pick up the placenta, which is
believed to help the spirits identify who the
Identity: The Baheng have been officially
person is.
included as part of the Bunu group within
the Yao nationality in China. In Vietnam the Religion: The Baheng believe a person has
authorities have granted the Pa Then status 12 souls. “When a body is placed in a
as one of their 53 official minority groups. coffin, it is sprinkled with 12 measures of
grilled rice, and 12 sandstone bowls are
Language: The main Baheng group speak a put in along with the rice.”2 Each Baheng
language distinct from the Baheng in Liping home contains an ancestral altar. The
County of Guizhou. The Baheng (Pa Then) in Baheng believe the spirits of their
Vietnam are thought to have migrated from ancestors are fed by placing rice and meat
China in the late 1700s or early 1800s.
out on the table for them. The male head of
After two centuries of separation and
the household calls on the spirits of his
influence from other languages, their
ancestors to come and share in the feast
speech now differs from that of their
and to protect his family from sickness and
counterparts in China.
injury.
History: The Baheng in some locations
believe a frog created the heavens and the
earth. After a time of living in perfect
contentment, man destroyed the harmony
of his peaceful existence by killing the frog.
“The frog’s dying curse was to divide the
world into a realm for humans and a realm
for spirits. Before that time, mankind did
not know sickness, and when a person

Christianity: This tribe has rarely been
targeted with the gospel and are an
unevangelized people group. Their intricate
rituals of ancestor worship create barriers
that prevent them from embracing the
gospel, yet they are still considered by
some to be “ripe unto harvest.” Most
simply have never had the chance to hear.

